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TIPS & FAQ:
•

Secure the crank with the supplied key by holding the roller.

•

Make sure that the label roll runs straight through the machine and that the roll can rotate freely
between the guides. This is essential!

•

To know when one bottle or jar is ready, and when you need to put the next on it, the adjustable
pin has been invented. Run the label roll through the machine until a new label begins to peel. Now
choose a recognizable point, for example the beginning of the next label, and slide the pen there.
Secure it there. If you then label and continue to rotate until the next label returns to the same
point at the pen, your bottle or jar is ready.

•

Try to label only filled bottles, because of the weight the label will stick better on the bottle.

FAQ:
1. What is the approximate capacity in bottles per hour? Depends entirely on your supply and internal flow
of goods. But 500 to 750 bottles per hour is certainly feasible.
2. What kind of labels (material, size, etc.) can be used? I would go for 80grams Permanent MC on plastic
or paper base. Size depends on your own wish. Maximum height of a label is about 175mm and length to
complete wrapping of your bottle.
3. How should the roll of labels be rolled up when I order it? Take a good look at your supplier, this is not
standardized. If you have the roll in your hand, and your image like on your bottle, the carrier
(tape with labels) should roll down at the top to the left. With Megaflex this is on the
settlement schedule no.7, but with for example Zolemba no.4. They do indicate this on their
websites.
4. Can you recommend a label supplier? Yes, in the Netherlands I have:
1. Master Labels located in Ede, ask for Simon Jacobsen. simon@etiketten.nl
2. Zolemba located in Haaksbergen, ask for Rutger Meijer. rutger.meijer@Zolemba.com
3. Megaflex located in Bladel, ask for Andy Gessler. andy@megaflex.nl
4. Unique Label located in Houten, ask for Jan van der Kooij. jan.vanderkooij@unieketiket.nl
They all know our machine and also know the best material and composition for your label.

Factuur graag o.v.v. factuurnummer binnen 14 dagen betalen naar rekening: IBAN NL47INGB0007392320
BIC INGBNL2A T.N.V. HEIJMER TECHNIEK HENGELO. BTW NL137757943B01

5. What is the size, weight? Size is approximately 200mmx100mmx600mm and weight is about 5Kg.
6. What is the weight of the package sent? Package: 56x32x12 cm and 6.3 Kg.
7. What's the price? Price is € 412.30 ex. VAT and ex. shipment.
8. What is the maximum size of a roll of labels (in diameter). I would take a core diameter of around 75mm
and a maximum roll diameter of around 200 to 250mm
9. What are the minimum and maximum bottle diameters for the Label-it? Unadjusted, so like the Label-it!
supplied as standard, the minimum diameter of a bottle is around 35 mm. Maximum is about 90mm. If you
want to be smaller in diameter, it can be adjusted to 25 to 30 mm with an adjustment. If you want to stick
larger bottles, something can be done about that, and you can go towards 100-110 mm. It cannot go both
ways, so you can adapt it for smaller or for larger bottles.
10. What are the two black corners in the Label-it for? The two black supports on the inside of the machine
are for securing the machine to a worktop for even more strength. This is only useful if the machine has a
permanent place in your company. The little extra rubber is a spare-foot of the machine.
11. I sometimes suffer from bubbles or folds in / under the just pasted label, what do I do about that? This
can have several causes. It could be a little misalignment, so the label belt runs straight through the
machine? And so exactly flush with the sides? In addition, try to give the label roll a little resistance by
pushing the brake against the roll under the front support roller. As a result, the belt with labels, which is
in between, will run slightly tighter through the machine and sometimes gives a better result.
Furthermore, it can also be due to the type of labels, for example, very thin labels often stick more difficult
if the more solidly executed. Your label supplier can best advise you on this.

Succes!
Team Label-it!

